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Ex 1: 

Suggestions: 

1. Cinderella - Her evil stepmother and stepsisters would not let her go to the ball, but 

her fairy godmother made it happen with magic. She danced with the prince and they fell 

in love. Since she had to leave by midnight, she ran and lost one slipper. The prince 

found the slipper and searched for her. After he found her, they were married and lived 

happily ever after. 

2. Frog-Prince - A frog asked a princess why she was crying and she replied that she 

had dropped her golden ball into the pond. She promised anything if he would get it for 

her. He did and asked to eat from her plate, live in the castle, and that she be his friend. 

She did and he turned into a prince as he had been under a spell from a witch. They 

married and lived happily ever after. 

3. Jack and the Bean Stalk - Jack took the family cow to sell and traded it for magic 

beans. His mother was angry and threw them out of the window. The next morning a 

giant beanstalk had grown. He climbed the beanstalk and found a giant there who had 

gold coins. Jack stole them and took them home. Later, Jack returned and saw a hen that 

laid golden eggs and he stole that, too. The third time he tried to steal a magic harp and 

the harp cried out. The giant chased Jack down the beanstalk, Jack chopped it down and 

the giant died. 

Ex 2: 

Sample: 

The story that I want to tell people is called "Son Tinh, thuy tinh." The story is about 

talent and praise Son Tinh can fight floods, natural disasters. Story of the story is as 

follows: In the 18 th Hung Vuong Dynasty, Hung Vuong had a daughter named My 

Nuong and My Nuong very beautiful, gentle and gentle, My Nuong also has to get 

married. The king loves her very much, so she wants to marry her a worthy husband. One 

day, two boys came to tender offer. One who lives in Tan Vien mountain area, has 

strange talents: Waving hands east, floating east of the beach; Waving to the west, the 

west rising up the hills. People call him Son Tinh. And the other in the mountains of Tan 

Vien also not bad: call the wind, the wind came, the rain, rain. People called him Glass. 
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In the two men, one is the lord, the other is the lord of the water, King Hung is very 

confused. Finally Hung Vuong was challenged to marry. Wedding conditions are two 

men to bring the ceremony to honor, the ceremony includes: one hundred sticky rice 

cake, a hundred sticky rice cake, ivory elephant, chicken and horse ripe roses each pair of 

one pair. Anyone who comes to the wedding ceremony will be cherished. And the new 

light in the morning, the crystal was brought to the ceremony before so the king of the 

gentleman to give. Glass came later and did not marry his wife should go angry to bring 

the chase to hit the crystal. Thunder storms, called the wind storm thunder chasing paint. 

Water flooded the fields, houses, water was raised on the hills, slopes. Charms have been 

submerged in the sea. But the crystal still does not flinter, Son Tinh has allowed each hill, 

moving each mountain to prevent the flood. How much to raise water, Crystal clear up 

high mountains as much. Finally, after a few months of fighting, Glass was exhausted but 

Son Tinh remained strong. Every year, severe enemas are intense, so Glass still raises 

Son Tinh but every time loses. 
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